Solid-State Illumination and Indication

LED technology is changing the
way we look at light...
Long-life, low-power consumption, and intelligent control created the demand for
solid-state lighting a long time ago.
DDP is making it a reality...

Programmable LED Lighting

Hi-Flux LED Illumination

Lamp-Based LED Retrofits

DDP offers OEMs and
end-users innovative
electro-optical design
solutions for the widest
range of applications.

Turn-Key Solutions

Custom Status Indication

DDP Design Solutions

DESIGN SOLUTIONS

Design Challenge: Create a solid-state
LED light source capable of producing a
24” x 8” elliptical pattern with an output of
at least 350 Lumens from a 12” distance
without multiple shadow effects or optical
distortion 5 inches from the illumination
surface.
DDP’s Solution: 10 1-Watt high-lumen
emitters with collimating optics and a
holographic diffuser - 6,0000-Kelvin color
temperature, less than 2% radiated
energy above 700nm, 420 Lumens
(42 Lumens per watt).

Unique...

Design Challenge: Design a
dual-brightness LED light source that can
create usable work light in high and low
ambient light conditions that conforms to
NVIS standards for use with night vision
goggles.
DDP’s Solution: A custom bi-color array
of 5,5000 -Kelvin and 525nm SMT
emitters, embedded in an extruded
aluminum frame to illuminate a grid of
meters and switches. The circuit was
designed so that one or both colors could
be energized as needed.

Complex...
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DESIGN SOLUTIONS

Design Challenge: Design a retrofit LED
lamp that operates from 10VDC to
15VDC with no change in light output,
providing consistent illumination for the
interior cabin of a commercial 48’ yacht.
DDP’s Solution: A bi-polar double
contact bayonet-based lamp with one
½ -Watt warm white lambertian emitter
and a constant current driver to increase
light output incrementally between 8VDC
and 15VDC.

Consistent...

Design Challenge: Replace a 5 Watt
Halogen bulb and socket with a
non-relampable high lumen LED for
illumination inside a 200°F medical
cabinet.

Robust...

DDP’s Solution: A Neutral White 4,0000Kelvin 1-Watt, 120-degree viewing angle
emitter in an 11/16” threaded body with
wire leads designed to operate at 12VDC
with a built-in switching regulator.
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DESIGN SOLUTIONS

Design Challenge: Match the light
output and horizontal visibility of a
CM895 incandescent bulb behind an
existing tempered-glass lens on the side
of a light rail vehicle.
DDP’s Solution: A single-source 1-Watt
side-emitter with custom optic, operating
from 23-42.5VDC. Additional integrated
circuitry shields the LED lamp from EMI
and transient circuit noise.

Reliable...

Design Challenge: Create an LED light
to provide remote-controlled visual
warning of an approaching emergency
vehicle in traffic-controlled intersections.

Efficient...
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DDP’s Solution: An array of 10 1-watt
LEDs and integrated optics designed to
work with 4 different power supplies at
various traffic intersections with an
operating range of 100V – 140V AC or
DC.
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DESIGN SOLUTIONS

Design Challenge: Design an IP55rated, right-angled illumination source to
mount on the dashboard of industrial
construction equipment.
DDP’s Solution: Fabricate a custom
lens and protective shroud to house a
½-Watt 6,5000-Kelvin emitter capable of
operating between -40C to +85C.

Durable...

Design Challenge: Design an LED light
source to act as a warning indicator for
the end of a commercial rail line that
meets Federal DOT specifications.
DDP’s Solution: A custom red high-flux
emitter and collimating optic positioned to
illuminate within a 25-degree viewing
angle and visible up to 1 mile away in
direct sunlight.

Bright...
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DESIGN SOLUTIONS

Design Challenge: Create a wireless,
LED light-guided picking system to act as
a human-machine interface – guiding the
user to pick products from specific
locations as directed by scanning an
SKU barcode.
DDP’s Solution: A system of LED light
strips, acrylic light guides, addressable
bins, battery-operated receivers,
firmware, and a 418MHz transmitter
designed to operate with user-defined
software.

Intelligent...

Design Challenge: Create a retrofit
solid-state LED light source for an
existing industrial dome light assembly
for commercial trucking.

Intense...
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DDP’s Solution: 12 100-degree viewing
angle LEDs with faston connectors
designed to provide 50 lumens within the
existing fixture. Drain on the batteryoperated light was reduced from 920mA
to 100mA with 10% increase in light
output.
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DESIGN SOLUTIONS

Design Challenge: Design an LED light
system to provide accent lighting in an
up-scale department store.
DDP’s Solution: A system of
programmable, color wash LED strips
synchronized with a master controller
embedded in architectural columns
throughout the retail floor. Multiple,
pre-programmed color schemes can be
selected to match seasonal themes.

Appealing...

Sophisticated...

Design Challenge: Create a heavy-duty
linear wall wash light suitable for interior
or exterior grazing or washing of walls,
ceilings, or planes.
DDP’s Solution: An IP-66 rated
cascadable, linear fixture capable of
producing up to 1000 lumens per foot.
Users are able to select multiple viewing
angles or maximum wattage to produce
desired architectural lighting
effects.
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Engineered LED Solutions

ENGINEERED LED SOLUTIONS

Talk to Us First
Involve our design engineers early in your
application. Be specific or simply give us an idea
of what you need. We treat your information with
the highest respect and confidentiality. Often, we
can show you how to simplify a design, improve
performance, or solve a lighting problem.

Fast Development Cycles
We have a disciplined mechanical, electrical, and
optical engineering staff that delivers efficient
designs and functional prototypes quickly. This
way, you can evaluate the form-fit-and-function of
our solution and ensure it meets your standards or
industry requirements.
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ENGINEERED LED SOLUTIONS

Flexible Manufacturing
We continuously improve our
manufacturing capabilities to
allow us to ramp-up production
quickly and supply the volume
you need. Whether it’s
quick-turn fabrication or
high-speed automated assembly,
DDP responds to high-mix
demand.

Design Integrity
Our engineers pay particular attention to
thermal management and the performance
characteristics of every electro-mechanical
component we incorporate in our designs.
Our design validation and quality
assurance processes adds value by
ensuring product consistency and
long-term reliability.

Research & Development
DDP is a recognized leader in the development of
cutting-edge LED solutions. Our continuous
investment in dynamic electro-optical
technology allows our customers to realize the
benefits of the latest solid-state indication and
illumination designs available.
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LED Status Indicators

SNAP- IN PANEL LIGHTS

P205 (.156” MOUNTING HOLE)

18.3

LED
Color

Voltage

Design
Current

Red

2VDC

N/A

Amber

5VDC

15-22mA

Green

12VDC

15-20mA

Blue

15VDC

15-20mA

Cool White

24VDC

15-17mA

Red/Green Bi-Color

28VDC

15-16.5mA

Wires optional

P44 (.250” MOUNTING HOLE)
External Resistor Required

P44/PR44
Lens Color
Red
Amber
Green
Blue
Clear

Wires optional

PR44 (.250” MOUNTING HOLE)

Wires optional

All dimensions are in inches (mm)
Tolerances: .xx”(.x) ±.025:”(.63)/ .xxx”(.xx)±.010”(.25)
Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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SNAP- IN PANEL LIGHTS

P405 (.250” MOUNTING HOLE)

LED
Color

External Resistor Required

0.250
(6.35)

Wires optional

Voltage

Design
Current

Red

2VDC

N/A

Amber

5VDC

15-22mA

Green

6VDC

15-21mA

Blue

12VDC

15-20mA

Cool White

15VDC

15-20mA

Warm White

24VDC

15-17mA

Red/Green Bi-Color

28VDC

15-16.5mA

48VDC

9.5-15mA

60VDC

7-9mA

120VAC

3.5mA

PR405 (.250” MOUNTING HOLE)

0.250
(6.35)

Wires optional

P81 (.500” MOUNTING HOLE)

P81/P84
Lens Color
Red
Amber
Green
Blue
Clear

Wires optional

P84 (.500” MOUNTING HOLE)

Wires optional

All dimensions are in inches (mm)
Tolerances: .xx”(.x) ±.025:”(.63)/ .xxx”(.xx)±.010”(.25)
Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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PANEL MOUNT INDICATORS

30 SERIES (.190” MOUNTING HOLE)

Wires optional

Mounting Hardware Provided

LENS OPTIONS FOR 30 SERIES

LED
Color

Voltage

Design
Current

Red

5VDC

15-22mA

Amber

6VDC

15-21mA

Green

12VDC

15-20mA

Blue

15VDC

15-20mA

Cool White

24VDC

15-17mA

Warm White

28VDC

15-16.5mA

Red/Green Bi-Color
Red/Amber/Green
Tri-Color

48VDC

9.5-15mA

60VDC

7-9mA

120VAC

3.5mA

Lens
Color
Clear Red
Diffused Red
Clear Amber
Diffused Amber
Clear Green
Diffused Green
Clear Blue
Diffused Blue
Clear
White

All dimensions are in inches (mm)
Tolerances: .xx”(.x) ±.025:”(.63)/ .xxx”(.xx)±.010”(.25)
Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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PANEL MOUNT INDICATORS

40 SERIES (.250” MOUNTING HOLE)
LED
Color

Wires optional

Mounting Hardware Provided

90 SERIES (.290” MOUNTING HOLE)

Voltage

Design
Current

Red

5VDC

15-22mA

Amber

6VDC

15-21mA

Green

12VDC

15-20mA

Blue

15VDC

15-20mA

Cool White

24VDC

15-17mA

Warm White

28VDC

15-16.5mA

Red/Green Bi-Color
Red/Amber/Green
Tri-Color

48VDC

9.5-15mA

60VDC

7-9mA

120VAC

3.5mA

Lens
Color
Clear Red
Diffused Red
Clear Amber
Wires optional

Diffused Amber
Clear Green

Mounting Hardware Provided

Diffused Green

50 SERIES (.312” MOUNTING HOLE)

Clear Blue
Diffused Blue
Clear
White

Wires optional

Mounting Hardware Provided

LENS OPTIONS FOR 40, 90 AND 50 SERIES

All dimensions are in inches (mm)
Tolerances: .xx”(.x) ±.025:”(.63)/ .xxx”(.xx)±.010”(.25)
Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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BOLT-ON PANEL LIGHTS

PMRL125 (.230” MOUNTING HOLE)
LED
Color

Voltage

Design
Current

Red

5VDC

15-22mA

Amber

6VDC

15-21mA

Green

12VDC

15-20mA

Blue

15VDC

15-20mA

Cool White

24VDC

15-17mA

Warm White

28VDC

15-16.5mA

48VDC

9.5-15mA

60VDC

7mA-9mA

120VAC

3.5mA

- Reflective Chrome-Plated Housing
- Mounting Hardware Provided

PMRL200 (.312” MOUNTING HOLE)

- Reflective Chrome-Plated Housing
- Mounting Hardware Provided

All dimensions are in inches (mm)
Tolerances: .xx”(.x) ±.025:”(.63)/ .xxx”(.xx)±.010”(.25)
Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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BOLT-ON PANEL LIGHTS

74S (.312” MOUNTING HOLE)
Wires optional

1732 (17/32” MOUNTING HOLE)

LED
Color

Voltage

Design
Current

Red

5VDC

15-22mA

Amber

6VDC

15-21mA

Green

12VDC

15-20mA

Blue

15VDC

15-20mA

Cool White

24VDC

15-17mA

Warm White

28VDC

15-16.5mA

48VDC

9.5-15mA

60VDC

7-9mA

120VAC

3.5mA

74S/1732
Lens Color
Red
Amber
Green
Blue
Clear

1116 (11/16” MOUNTING HOLE)

Wires optional

All dimensions are in inches (mm)
Tolerances: .xx”(.x) ±.025:”(.63)/ .xxx”(.xx)±.010”(.25)
Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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CIRCUIT DIAGRAM
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Lamp-Based LED Retrofits

T-13⁄4 SUB MINIATURE LAMPS

STATUS INDICATOR 150 - 500 VIEWING ANGLE
LED
Color

Available with Center Cathode or Bi-Polar

Voltage

Design
Current

Red

5VDC

15-22mA

Amber

6VDC

15-21mA

Green

12VDC

15-20mA

Blue

15VDC

15-20mA

Cool White

24VDC

15-17mA

Warm White

28VDC

15-16.5mA

48VDC

9mA

60VDC

7mA

120VDC

3.5mA

BACKLIGHT 750 VIEWING ANGLE

Available with Center Cathode or Bi-Polar

BASE OPTIONS

BP202

MG200

MB200

MS200

MF200

WB201
All dimensions are in inches (mm)
Tolerances: .xx”(.x) ±.025:”(.63)/ .xxx”(.xx)±.010”(.25)
Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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T-31⁄4 MINIATURE LAMPS

MB403 MINIATURE LAMP WITH FRESNEL LENS
LED
Color

Available with Center Cathode or Bi-Polar

Voltage

Design
Current

Red

5VDC

15-22mA

Amber

6VDC

15-20mA

Green

12VDC

15-20mA

Blue

15VDC

15-20mA

Cool White

24VDC

15-20mA

Warm White

28VDC

15-17mA

48VDC

9-15mA

60VDC

6-9mA

120VAC

3.5mA

MS403 MINIATURE LAMP WITH FRESNEL LENS
Lens
Color
Red
Amber
Green
Blue
Clear
Available with Center Cathode or Bi-Polar

All dimensions are in inches (mm)
Tolerances: .xx”(.x) ±.025:”(.63)/ .xxx”(.xx)±.010”(.25)
Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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T-41⁄2 CANDELABRA LAMPS

MB502 CANDELABRA LAMP WITH FRESNEL LENS
LED
Color

Available with Center Cathode or Bi-Polar

Voltage

Design
Current

Red

5VDC

26-75mA

Amber

6VDC

28-40mA

Green

12VDC

15-20mA

Blue

15VDC

15-20mA

Cool White

24VDC

15-20mA

Warm White

28VDC

15-25mA

48VDC

9-20mA

60VDC

6.5-16mA

120VAC

5-9.5mA

MS502 CANDELABRA LAMP WITH FRESNEL LENS
Lens
Color
Red
Amber
Green
Blue
Clear
Available with Center Cathode or Bi-Polar

DCB502 CANDELABRA LAMP WITH FRESNEL LENS

All dimensions are in inches (mm)
Tolerances: .xx”(.x) ±.025:”(.63)/ .xxx”(.xx)±.010”(.25)
Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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T-41⁄2 CANDELABRA LAMPS

LED
Color

Voltage

Design
Current

Red

12VDC

35-40mA

Amber

24VDC

18-19mA

Green

48VDC

15-19mA

Blue

120VAC

18-21mA

Cool White
Warm White

- Designed to easily fit in a variety of industrial
stack lights
- Immune to false indication due to PLC leakage
currents
- Protected from voltage spikes, surges and ESD
damage
- 360 degree visibility, even in high ambient
lighting conditions

SL3 LAMP WITH 3600 REFLECTOR LENS

All dimensions are in inches (mm)
Tolerances: .xx”(.x) ±.025:”(.63)/ .xxx”(.xx)±.010”(.25)
Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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T-2 SLIDE BASE LAMPS

2SB SLIDE BASED LAMP

LED
Color

Voltage

Design
Current

Red

5VDC

15-22mA

Amber

6VDC

15-21mA

Green

12VDC

15-20mA

Blue

15VDC

15-20mA

Cool White

24VDC

15-17mA

Warm White

28VDC

15-16.5mA

48VDC

9.5-15mA

60VDC

9mA

120VAC

3.5mA

5SB SLIDE BASED LAMP

55SB SLIDE BASED LAMP

All dimensions are in inches (mm)
Tolerances: .xx”(.x) ±.025:”(.63)/ .xxx”(.xx)±.010”(.25)
Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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DDP® POWER-LINE LEDs

DDP has designed LED lamps specifically for the
unique needs of the power generation,
transmission, and distribution industries. We
offer a comprehensive industrial LED product
line to provide direct replacement of almost any
indicator lamp being used without any
modification to existing equipment.
The advantages that solid-state DDP® LED
lamps offer are particularly suitable for industrial
control rooms where numerous lamps provide
critical indication in control panels. Replacing
incandescent bulbs with solid-state DDP® LED
lamps will provide upwards of ten years of
reliable, maintenance-free operation.
• 100,000-Hour Life
• Low Power Consumption
• Shock and Vibration Resistant

Order on-line at
www.powerlineleds.com
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Application Notes &
Glossary of LED Terms

APPLICATION NOTES

Eye Safety Information
The need to place eye safety labeling on LED products is dependent upon the product
design and the application. Many LEDs produce sufficient intensity to require eye safety
labeling. For eye safety, do not stare into the light beam of any LED at close range.

Electro-Static Discharge
InGaN LEDs are class 1 ESD sensitive (MIL-STD-1686). Exceeding absolute maximum
ratings may cause damage to, or possible result in failure of these devices. Damaged
LEDs can appear dim, dead, short, or with low voltage drop. Use appropriate ESD
precautions during handling and operation.

RoHS
Please see our on-line RoHS-compliant product listings on our website and look for the
RoHS Compliant Icon.

Limited Warranty
All of our products are warranted against defects of manufacture for 3 years from date of
purchase, providing they have been subjected to normal use of service. Any
replacement will be made at no charge except for necessary shipping charges. Returns
shall be effected as follows: (1) call factory for return authorization number, and
(2) return products with authorization number prominently displayed, postage prepaid,
to DDP at the address listed.
This warranty is expressly in lieu of all other warranties expressed or implied and does
not extend in any way to consequential or incidental damages, including injury to
persons or damage to property.
The terms of this warranty may not be amended, altered or extended except by an
instrument in writing executed by an officer of DDP.

Quality
DDP is ISO 9001:2000 certified, demonstrating its commitment to continuous
improvement of products, processes, and responsiveness to the needs of customers.
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GLOSSARY OF LED TERMS

Active component - A component that changes the amplitude of a signal between input and output.
Ambient Temperature (Ta) - The surrounding temperature within an environment.
Anode - The positively charged terminal or electrode toward which electrons flow.
AWG - Abbreviation for "American Wire Gauge." A gauge that assigns a number value to the diameter of
a wire.
Bezel - The faceted collar of a panel-mount LED indicator visible from the front.
Binning - During fabrication, LEDs grow in the form of a crystal wafer. A 2-inch diameter wafer can carry
more than 20,000 LED chips. Color and intensity variations are common across a wafer. LEDs can be
“binned” into various groups by wavelength, luminous intensity, voltage drops, and other characteristics.
Backlighting - Use of an LED as a light source to illuminate a lens or legend from behind without
protrusion through the panel.
Bi-Color LED - A single LED device containing two different colored LED dice. The different colored dice
can be illuminated independently or together.
Bridge Rectifier - A circuit using four diodes to provide full wave rectification by converting an AC voltage
to DC voltage.
Candela - A unit of luminous intensity equal to 1/60th of the normal intensity of one square centimeter of
a blackbody radiating at the temperature of solidification of platinum.
Candle Power - Luminous intensity expressed in candelas.
Cathode - The terminal or electrode that is negatively charged and from which electrons flow.
CIE Chromaticity Diagram - In 1931 Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage (CIE) established the
X-Y-Z tristimulus system for measuring color properties, based on the assumption that every color is a
combination of three primary colors: red, green and blue. The CIE Chromaticity Diagram is a two
dimensional color space that defines all of the colors perceived by the human eye. Pure colors are
located on the extreme outer edges of the diagram and white is located in the center.
Color Temperature - Color temperature is a simplified way to characterize the spectral properties of a
light source. While in reality the color of light is determined by how much each point on the spectral curve
contributes to its output, the result can still be summarized on a linear scale. Technically, color
temperature refers to the temperature to which one would have to heat a theoretical "black body" source
to produce light of the same visual color.
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GLOSSARY OF LED TERMS

Continuous Forward Current - The maximum continuous operating current the LED can withstand
without diminishing its operating life.
Current - Measured in amperes, it is the flow of electrons through a conductor. Also known as electron
flow.
Current-Limiting Resistor - A resistor is added in series between the power source and the LED to
regulate the current delivered to the device (see Ohm’s Law).
Die - The chip within the LED package; the plural form is dice.
Diffused Encapsulation - Glass particles are suspended within the epoxy lens of the LED diffusing the
light over a wide viewing area. The encapsulation may be white or colored to match the LED output.
Diode - A two terminal device that conducts in only one direction.
Dominant Wavelength (λd) - A measure of the hue sensation perceived by the human eye.
Electroluminescence - The conversion of electrical energy into light via non-thermal means.
Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) - A sudden redistribution of static charge which can be damaging to
sensitive components.
Encapsulation - A hard rugged epoxy surrounding the LED die, provides diffusion & lensing of the LED
light.
Flow Soldering - Flow or wave soldering technique in large scale electronic assembly to solder all the
connections on a printed circuit board by moving the board over a wave of molten solder.
Foot Candle - A measure of illumination in which one unit equals the amount of light delivered by a
one-candela light source to a one square-foot surface one foot away.
Forward Bias - A P-N junction bias which allows current to flow through the junction. Forward bias
decreases the resistance of the depletion layer.
Forward Current - Current through a diode in the direction of its greatest conduction.
Forward Voltage (Vf) - The operating voltage of the LED. The typical rating is the voltage at which the
LED will light. The maximum rating is the voltage that, if exceeded, will diminish LED lifetime.
Fresnel Lens - A thin optical lens consisting of concentric rings of segmental lenses and having a short
focal length.
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Incandescent Lamp - A light source where voltage passes through a filament to create heat which, in
turn, creates light.
Kelvin - Kelvin is a unit of measure for color temperature used to assign a numeric value to the condition
of light when we see a color. The reason this measurement is called a "temperature" is because it was
derived from a theoretical object called a "black body radiator." When the radiator is heated, it changes
from black to red to yellow to white to blue. The lower the Kelvin rating, the "warmer" or more yellow the
light. The higher the rating, the "cooler" or more blue the light. When describing a light source as having
a Kelvin rating, it refers to a light source that emits energy across the entire visible range from 300 to
700nm.
Lamp Size - Industry standard classifications for lamps sizes are based on descriptive designators
referring to the diameter of the lamp. “T-1” is the base designation for a 1/8” diameter lamp. Other
designations are based on the T-1 standard, i.e., T-1¾ is 1¾ multiplied by 1/8, or .219”.
Lead Frame - The metal structure to which an LED die is attached for mechanical and electrical function.
Light-Emitting Diode (LED) - A light-emitting diode (LED) is a solid-state semiconductor device that
converts electrical energy directly into light.
Luminous Efficiency - is a unit of measure (Lumens per watt [lm/w]) indicating the efficiency with which
consumed power is converted to light.
Luminous Flux - is defined as the total electromagnetic energy emitted by the light source into a sphere
(360°) surrounding the light source.
Luminous Intensity (Iv) - Luminous Intensity is equal to the amount of luminous flux emitted into a very
small solid angle at a defined angular orientation from the light source. The measurement for luminous
intensity is the lumen or candela.
Mean Spherical Candle Power (MSCP) - The average luminous intensity of a lamp illuminating in all
directions. The measurement is made by placing the lamp in the center of an integrated sphere.
Millicandela (mcd) - One thousandth of a candela.
Nanometer (nm) - The nanometer (one-billionth of a meter) is the measurement unit for peak
wavelength. Visible light falls in the range of 380 to 700nm.
Ohm - Unit of resistance symbolized by the Greek capital letter omega (Ω).
Ohm's Law - Relationship between voltage, current and resistance. Ohm's law states that current in a
resistance varies in direct proportion to voltage applied and inversely proportional to resistance.
Operating Current - The amount of current an LED is designed to draw from the power source.
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Operating Temperature - The temperature range over which an LED is designed to operate safely.
P-N Junction - The positive-negative junction of a semi-conductor diode. The p-region contains positive
electrical charges while the n-region contains negative electrical charges. When voltage is applied and
current begins to flow, the electrons move across the n region into the p region. The process of an
electron moving through the p-n junction releases energy. The dispersion of this energy produces photons
with visible wavelengths.
Passive Component - A Component that does not amplify a signal. Resistors and capacitors are
examples.
Peak Forward Current - Forward current driven during pulse operation.
Peak Wavelength (λpk) - Peak Wavelength is defined as the single wavelength of saturated color at the
peak of the radiated spectrum.
Photometer - An instrument for measuring a property of light, especially luminous intensity or flux. A
photometer uses special colored filters to replicate the response of the human eye. Light intensity is
measured in candle power, usually by comparison with a standard source.
Power Dissipation - Amount of heat energy generated by a device in one second when current flows
through it.
Printed Circuit Board - Insulating board containing conductive tracks for circuit connections.
Resistance - Symbolized "R" and measured in ohms. Opposition to current flow and dissipation of energy
in the form of heat.
Resistor - Component made of material that opposes flow of current and therefore has some value of
resistance.
Reverse Breakdown Voltage - Amount of reverse bias that will cause a P-N junction to break down and
conduct in the reverse direction.
Storage Temperature - The temperature range over which an LED is designed to be stored safely in the
off-state.
Surface-Mount (SMT) LED - SMT LEDs are soldered to the surface of the circuit board. The LED die is
integrated into the package design. SMT components can be assembled faster and with better quality
than through-hole components.
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Through-Hole LED - This kind of package is soldered “through holes” to the circuit board. The LED chip
is seated in a reflector and light is emitted by a lens integrated into the package. Different radiation
characteristics are produced as a function of chip-to-lens spacing and the shape of the lens.
Tinted Encapsulation - Color added to the LED epoxy lens to identify the LED color when it is in the
off-state. The tint does not affect the luminous intensity or viewing angle.
Tri-Color LED - A single LED device containing two different colored LED dice and three leads. The
different colored dice can be illuminated independently or together with a common anode or cathode.
Viewing Angle - Viewing Angle is the total cone angle in degrees encompassing the central, high
luminous intensity portion of the LED beam from the on-axis peak to the off-axis point where the LED
intensity is 50% of the on-axis intensity. This off-axis point is known as theta one-half (θ 1⁄2). Two times
θ 1⁄2 is the LEDs’ full viewing angle; however, light is visible beyond the θ 1⁄2 point.
Voltage (V) - Term used to designate electrical pressure or force that causes current to flow.
Voltage Drop - Voltage or difference in potential developed across a component due to current flow.
Waterclear Encapsulation - An LED lens without tint or color. The LED color cannot be determined in
the off state.
Wavelength (λ) - Distance between two points of corresponding phase and is equal to waveform velocity
divided by frequency.
Zener Diode - Semiconductor diode in which reverse breakdown voltage current causes the diode to
develop a constant voltage. Used as a clamp for voltage regulation.
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